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From tragedy to redemption
Posted by Hashivalisesonyishecho - 08 Jan 2015 10:00
_____________________________________

I am a middle aged person, highly talented, but leider unaccomplished. I seem to have some
strengths but not the strength and the resolve to do what it takes to use my talents to be what I
can be. I have had lot's of tzaros in my life which have gotten the better of me and eventually
removed me from my learning and my general Ruchnius success. I was not omed benisoyon. I
am ashamed of myself. On the outside I still seem like a basically Choshever person but nobody
knows what I really am. When I was a Bochur and a young yungerman, everybody was sure I
would turn out to be one of the Gedolim. That hasn't happened(yet). I would never tell anyone of
my worst failings, but this failing of me not succeeding to fulfill my potential is known. I guess
people may have long ago forgotten what was supposed to become of me but looking at me
now they see nothing but an empty wasted soul. I haven't forgotten the original plan and
somewhere deep down I still hope Hashem will give me back my neshama. My Boosha is
maybe a good thing in a way because it keeps things from getting more out of hand. But it
makes it impossible for me to get the support and encouragement that might help me do what I
should. Maybe I could get the support here. I am middle aged but my mind knows that it isn't too
late. I need my heart to know it too.

========================================================================
====

Re: A tragedy of the human condition
Posted by Hashivalisesonyishecho - 30 Mar 2015 02:56
_____________________________________

newaction wrote:

It was TEMPTATION 

 no psak needed for this .
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========================================================================
====

Re: A tragedy of the human condition
Posted by Shmeichel - 31 Mar 2015 16:51
_____________________________________

cordnoy wrote:

Warning: Spoiler!

please cordnoy, dont trigger me again

========================================================================
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====

Re: A tragedy of the human condition
Posted by dd - 01 Apr 2015 00:15
_____________________________________

Hi Hashiva!!!

Are you accepting Mazel tovs L'koved 90 days?

(or 90 times one day at a time.)

If yes I would like to wish you many many more days of sobriety!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: A tragedy of the human condition
Posted by Hashivalisesonyishecho - 01 Apr 2015 01:42
_____________________________________

Thank you dd. Although I had some slips, I would say that these 90 days were the cleanest I
can remember in a long time and I can only attribute it to GYE. I thank all of the chaverim here. I
am humbled by the abundant ahavas yisroel that prevails here. I am learning some lessons in
caring about other people and in that sense I feel like I am surrounded by giants and I hope that
it must be that naturally something rubs off. I wish everyone here hatzlacha in their personal
growth and in their relationships and in their preparations for peach and a chag kosher
vesameach.

========================================================================
====

Re: A tragedy of the human condition
Posted by Palti-Yossef - 01 Apr 2015 08:57
_____________________________________

OMG Hashivali is done with the 90 days clean !!

Amazing, I'm so happy for you !
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You have to know that your thread is in my opinion one of the most powerfull in term of chizuk,
determination and bitoul of your own will to let Hachem manage your life !

I'll continue to follow your progression, but in the wall of honor from now !!

========================================================================
====

Re: A tragedy of the human condition
Posted by newaction - 01 Apr 2015 12:36
_____________________________________

Hashivalisesonyishecho now seriously speaking and in honor of Pesach chag hageula.

Have you ever thought of changing the title of your thread to something like from tragedy to
redemption or something like that. "A tragedy of the human condition" is kind of getting
outdated. What do you say brother ?

========================================================================
====

Re: A tragedy of the human condition
Posted by Hashivalisesonyishecho - 01 Apr 2015 13:29
_____________________________________

newaction wrote:

Hashivalisesonyishecho now seriously speaking and in honor of Pesach chag hageula.

Have you ever thought of changing the title of your thread to something like from tragedy to
redemption or something like that. "A tragedy of the human condition" is kind of getting
outdated. What do you say brother ?

You're right. It's shows a lack of emuna. Hashem hasn't created a tragedy just an opportunity to
work and grow and serve him.

I don't know how to change it, but if I'll have a few minutes to figure it out or if anyone can help,
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the new name should be:

From tragedy to redemption

========================================================================
====

From tragedy to redemption
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 01 Apr 2015 13:49
_____________________________________

Go back to your first post and edit it you can change the title there. That will change the title in
the thread listing but not on individual posts.

You can also change the title on a new post (like I just did) and all future posts will inherit it until
someone changes it again.

Mazel Tov! Continued Hatzlacha, and KOMT!!

========================================================================
====

Re: From tragedy to redemption
Posted by Hashivalisesonyishecho - 01 Apr 2015 14:17
_____________________________________

Gevura Shebyesod wrote:

 That will change the title in the thread listing but not on individual posts.

I suppose it's good that there should be a zecher of the old outdated hashkafa. It shows the
progress. Like having a hanging Haman is far better than no Haman at all to begin with.
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========================================================================
====

Re: From tragedy to redemption
Posted by lomed - 01 Apr 2015 14:51
_____________________________________

Mazel tov to you. although I didn't follow you on your 90 days trail, I wish you Hatzlacha for your
trail going on and moving forward. you are an inspiration for me and many others.

========================================================================
====

Re: From tragedy to redemption
Posted by ZemirosShabbos - 01 Apr 2015 15:42
_____________________________________

Mazel Tov hashiva! wishing you much continued hatzlacha

========================================================================
====

Re: From tragedy to redemption
Posted by cordnoy - 01 Apr 2015 17:14
_____________________________________

I don't know.

Now, it sounds like a movie: from Rags to Riches, or Beast to Beauty, or Garbage Pile to the
Alter's Pyre.

But, if you like it, then go for it!

========================================================================
====

Re: From tragedy to redemption
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 01 Apr 2015 17:23
_____________________________________

To me it sounds more like the Haggadah. Meavdus Lcheirus, Meyagon Lesimcha etc.
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========================================================================
====

Re: From tragedy to redemption
Posted by Hashivalisesonyishecho - 01 Apr 2015 17:27
_____________________________________

cordnoy wrote:

I don't know.

Now, it sounds like a movie: from Rags to Riches, or Beast to Beauty, or Garbage Pile to the
Alter's Pyre.

But, if you like it, then go for it!

Gevura Shebyesod wrote:

To me it sounds more like the Haggadah. Meavdus Lcheirus, Meyagon Lesimcha etc.

You guys are adorable. I'm open to suggestions. (Should we make a contest?)

========================================================================
====

Re: From tragedy to redemption
Posted by cordnoy - 01 Apr 2015 17:32
_____________________________________

I don't mess with Gevurah; he's got bigger tyres than me.

========================================================================
====
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